necessary in order to form an effective joint force staff. Joint force staffs must operate in three event horizons in order to maintain a proper balance between and focus on current, mid-term, and long-term staff and mission requirements. The use of planning groups to manage planning teams allows the joint force staff to maintain focused planning efforts across and within these three event horizons. Cross-functional working groups and teams are the basic integration method of disparate staff capabilities and inform the efforts of the planning teams. No single staff procedure can adequately capture the multiple, simultaneous planning, estimate, and assessment tasks required of the joint force staff. Instead, the joint force staff battle rhythm is the basic integrating logic of how the staff operates and how it allocates its capabilities.
FOUNDATIONAL PRINCIPLES FOR ORGANIZING A JOINT FORCE STAFF
This paper proposes foundational principles for understanding and organizing a joint force staff.
1 Perhaps no military subject consumes more organizational energy and generates more debate year in and year out than that of how to organize properly a military staff. This is especially true of a joint force organization where the success or failure to organize properly has strategic implications. Current joint doctrine 2 states, "The preferred option is to form a joint task force headquarters around a combatant command's service component headquarters or the service component's existing subordinate headquarters . . ." 3 Other options are to "designate the standing joint force headquarters (core element) as the core [joint force] headquarters element and augment it with additional service functional experts" or to "deploy a combatant command assessment team, or like organization, as the joint task force core element." 4 Regardless of which method, joint doctrine states that "the capabilities and composition of the joint task force headquarters must be a function of careful analysis that has determined the span of control . . . and required expertise the joint task force headquarters must possess."
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What joint doctrine does not offer is that this preferred option is anything but simple in terms of conceptualization and execution. In fact, this preferred option is the least difficult of several difficult choices. The obvious problem with this preferred option is that, in actual historical experience, it requires the joint force commander to form an effective headquarters at the very same time that commander is seeking to understanding the operational environment and design and implement a solution to the derived strategic and operational problems. I still remain very disappointed by it [the decision to designate V Corps as Joint Task Force 7 and assign responsibilities for execution of Phase IV in Iraq May 2003] because I think we did not put the best experienced headquarters that we had in charge of that operation. That operation, in terms of dealing with Phase IV, with an insurgency, was going to be one of the most challenging things the Army had ever taken on and we just needed absolutely the very best people involved in it. It took us months, six or seven or eight months, to get some semblance of a headquarters together so Sanchez could at least begin to function effectively. 6 The assessment of the decision to use V Corps to form the core of Joint Task Force 7 is beyond the scope of this paper, but two things stand out in General (retired) Keane's remarks: first, the implication that a corps headquarters was not experienced enough to serve as a joint force headquarters; and two, that it took over six months to form a reasonably capable joint force headquarters. By this measure, most of the allegedly joint force capable headquarters in the United States' defense establishment would be of suspect ability to serve under any but the simplest conditions. At a minimum, General (retired) Keane's remarks highlight the importance of "careful analysis" of the ability of an organization to serve as a joint force headquarters.
Joint doctrine also does not state, beyond the factors of span of control and required expertise, on what basis the combatant commander is to make this "careful analysis." In fact, this analysis must derive first from an understanding of how a joint force staff organizes and operates. Specifically, this paper proposes five basic principles that provide a foundation for this understanding. These principles are: 1). The traditional staff structure of j-coded staff directorates and the functional organization of a joint force staff are mutually supporting constructs. Both are necessary in order to form an effective joint force staff.
2). Joint force staffs must operate in three event horizons in order to maintain a
proper balance between and focus on current, mid-term, and long-term staff and mission requirements.
3). The use of planning groups to manage planning teams allows the joint force staff to maintain focused planning efforts across and within these three event horizons.
4). Cross-functional working groups and teams are the basic integration method of disparate staff capabilities and inform the efforts of the planning teams.
5). No single staff procedure can adequately capture the multiple, simultaneous planning, estimate, and assessment tasks required of the joint force staff. Instead, the joint force staff battle rhythm is the basic integrating logic of how the staff operates and how it allocates its capabilities.
The first of these principles establishes the limitations of using simple organizational models to solve the problem of describing and employing successfully the joint force staff. The remaining four principles establish functional means to overcome this limitation and in doing so provide a standardized framework for thinking about how joint force staffs actually do and should operate. This paper concludes with recommendations for refining and further developing joint doctrine as it relates to the development and description of the joint force staff.
Staff Organization
The traditional staff structure of j-coded staff directorates and the functional organization of a joint force staff are mutually supporting constructs. Both are necessary in order to form an effective joint force staff. The traditional staff structure has endured with only minor change in its basic features for over one hundred years. This Seventh Army document contains two telling and significant remarks. The first is, When co-located, the staffs of the main command post and operational command post 1 are integrated much like the G3 operations section and the directorate of plans, training, and mobilization at large bases in the continental United States. The G3 of the large installation will synchronize their activities during peacetime, but in the event of a contingency the two staffs seamlessly split.
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The second remark is simply that "Seventh Army will utilize boards, bureaus, cells, centers, and working groups as appropriate. 13 Annex D of the document lists some forty-seven of these entities along with their office of primary responsibility.
14 Interestingly, the list does not include planning teams.
A more recent attempt to organize along functional lines is that of the United States Southern Command. Its staff consists of five directorates: partnering; policy and strategy; resources and assessments; security and intelligence; and stability. 15 The relevant observation is that none of these three attempts to organize on a functional basis ameliorates the requirement to development a system of interaction within the staff directorates. Indeed, no single organizational chart exists that could capture all of the relationships between any chosen set of groupings. Two conclusions are important at this point. First, it is difficult to imagine (and perhaps counterproductive to attempt) using a single organizational diagram to describe both the capability groupings of a joint force staff and its functional relationships to the processes used by the staff. It is certainly arguable that are there better or worse ways to design the directorates of a joint force staff, but such design changes will only go so far concerning simplifying the joint force staff organization. The second conclusion is that organizing a joint force headquarters is less about describing its basic organization and more about understanding the basic principles of how it will function. The remainder of this paper describes and argues for four basic principles to use when organizing and directing a joint force staff.
Planning Horizons
Joint force staffs must operate in three event horizons in order to maintain a
proper balance between and focus on current, mid-term, and long-term staff and mission requirements. This principle for understanding and properly organizing a joint force staff seeks to understand how the staff supports the commander's ability to think in time. The relevant conclusion is that the requirement to think in time based on a concept of long-term, mid-term, and current operations must directly influence every aspect of joint force staff organization and processes. The unique contribution of functional elements in a joint force staff (such as boards, groups, and teams) is the ability to address directly this requirement to think in time and to relate the staff's processes to these three event horizons. This paper will discuss further this integration in the section on the joint force staff's battle rhythm. Before doing so, though, this paper describes the two functional building blocks of the entire process: planning teams (aggregated into planning groups) and working teams (aggregated into working groups.
Planning Groups and Planning Teams
The use of planning groups to manage planning teams allows the joint force staff to maintain focused planning efforts across and within these three event horizons. Two additional insights regarding how a joint force staff organizes enable this division of labor to function effectively. The first insight is that maintaining this "event horizon" division of labor requires sufficient planning capacity at each of the three event horizons. From this perspective, it is useful to think of not one, but three broad groups of planning capability to manage planning with a joint force headquarters. This actual behavior and the observed planning activities of effective joint operations centers is consistent with the description of three planning groups as stated above and described hereafter. 23 Using terminology derived from joint doctrine, it is convenient (although a little cumbersome) to label these three broad groups as the future plans planning group, the future operations planning group, and the current operations planning group.
The future plans planning group is what joint doctrine describes as the joint planning group. Joint doctrine ascribes the following purposes to the joint planning group: conducting crisis action planning, assisting in operational plan and operational order development, and performing future planning. 24 The planning directorate provides the chief of the joint planning group (or in the terminology of this paper, the future plans planning group) and the director of planning supervises the group. Put in the simplest terms, the future plans planning group performs long-term planning regardless of whether this is contingency planning, campaign planning, planning for the next phase, or planning for a potential major operation.
The purpose of the future operations planning group (again, consistent with the terminology of this paper) is to perform mid-term planning. In this model, the J35 future operations division chief of the J3 operations directorate is the chief of the future operations planning group and the director of operations supervises the group. Put in the simplest terms, the future operations planning group performs mid-term planning regardless of whether this is branch planning, crisis action planning, planning an adjustment to a major operation, or completing a plan initiated by the future plans planning group.
As previously stated, the current operations planning group has no anchor in joint doctrine and admittedly, many practitioners would recoil at the idea of such a group. It is interesting though that arguably the best-resourced joint force staff in the world, the Joint Staff, had a chief of current plans (J33) during the 1990s. The joint operations center as described in joint doctrine is synonymous with the current operations planning group. This may also seem cumbersome at first, but in fact, it is vitally important members of the joint operations also understand themselves to be a current operations planning group.
Beyond the basic framework of the event horizon, the complexity of the planning problem is also relevant to the division of labor between current operations, future operations, and future plans and their associated planning groups. Although in broad outline the three planning groups use the same joint planning process to conduct planning, they will inevitably bring different perspectives and even temperaments to the planning effort. Experience shows that, the current operations staff will not bring the nuance necessary to make a major adjustment to a campaign plan even if it is an immediately required effort. In such cases, the commander or chief of staff of the joint force will invariably enlist the planning capabilities resident in the future operations and future plans groups.
This pulling forward of future planners into current operations produces the commonplace observation that all of a joint force staff is focused on current operations at the expense of long-term, or even mid-term, planning. It is equally common for there to be tension (even outright hostility) between the current operations, future operations, and future plans groups. To a degree, some of this tension is inevitable. Rather than invalidate the proposed model, though, this experience clearly illustrates the point of the argument: regardless of how the staff organizes, it must have sufficient planning capacity available from the current operations to future plans. Even the briefest experience with a joint force staff will demonstrate that it will face multiple, simultaneous planning problems. New planning problems will arise in everything from the conduct of current operations to the strategic direction of senior political leaders.
Understanding that even in the simplest operations joint force staff will face multiple, simultaneous planning problems leads to the second key insight: planning groups do not plan, they manage planning teams and planning teams plan. A planning team is a simply a cross-functional group of staff members that use the planning process to develop a plan for a single problem. A planning team has a starting point, the identification of a planning requirement, and an end point, the completion of the mission executed to meet the planning requirement or the hand-off of the planning requirement to a new planning team.
In this context, the description of a joint force staff's three planning groups provides another perspective on a planning group: it consists of a changing number of planning teams. That is, a planning group simply manages planning teams within its event horizon or planning problems that demand a greater degree of analysis and coordination based on the complexity of the planning problem.
Working Groups and Teams
Cross-functional working groups and teams are the basic integration method of disparate staff capabilities and inform the efforts of the planning teams. In contrast to the purpose of a planning team, a working group is a cross-functional team that informs working group. The office of primary responsibility for this working group is the force protection element (although figure VII-1 shows force protection to be a division of the operations directorate). 26 The joint force protection officer chairs the working. Joint doctrine describes up to twenty-two members of the working group ranging from intelligence to safety officer representatives. Joint doctrine provides the following purposes of the working group: 1) protection policymaking body; 2) support planning; 3) identify risks to missions; 4) coordinate staff actions; 5) input to orders and plans; 6) monitor and disseminate information; and 7) review protection assessments. 27 Joint doctrine provides for inputs to the protection working group as 1) commander and planning team guidance and 2) major subordinate command input and doctrine provides outputs (products) as 1) assessments; 2) staff estimates; and 3) plans and order input. 28 All of this looks reasonable. Closer analysis reveals several problems. One is simply clarity. For example, three of the stated seven purposes of the group are a redundant: make policy, support planning, and input to orders and plans. Two Joint Task Force Headquarters reveals similar discrepancies.
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More than parsing words, this kind of confusion in joint doctrine suggests a lack of a common understanding of the function of a working group. In other words, despite the wide range of subject areas working groups address, are their internal mechanisms and external relationship to the joint force staff that different? Building on the earlier discussions of the contribution of the traditional staff, event horizons, planning groups, and planning teams, this paper argues that they are not.
Quite simply, a working group performs a role identical to what specialists in a staff traditionally performed before staffs grew so large and complex that they required a group effort to accomplish their work. That is, the working group expertly manages information related to a specific capability and relates that information to assessment and planning efforts. To use an Army centered example, the force protection officer of a battalion, who singly manages the expert knowledge related to this capability as an additional duty, becomes a full-time officer at the brigade level, becomes a cell at the division level, and finally becomes a division with subordinate branches and teams at the joint force level. All capabilities and specialties within these various staffs follow the same model and either actually or functionally behave as working groups by coordinating with related and supporting activities to perform the functions of the staff.
That this model is so prevalent speaks to its clear ability to provide meaningful structure to the staff's activities. Although, joint doctrine does not provide for such a tool, it is useful to think of subsets of working groups as working teams. Consistent with the description of other joint force staff functions, the purpose of a working team is to provide input from a working group to a specific planning team. That is, a working team Headquarters also provides a second critical anchor by stating that one of the critical functions of the battle rhythm is to synchronize centers, groups, bureaus, cells, offices, elements, working groups, and planning team activities. 31 However, joint doctrine does a disservice to practitioners by not explaining fully the complexity of the battle rhythm. The clearest example of this is the depiction of the commander's decision cycle as a single cycle with four phases. 32 This is too simplistic.
Even a short examination of a joint force staff in action would leave the observer hard pressed to equate the staff's actions to this simply model in any meaningful sense, let alone the joint force commander's actions. As previously noted, the fact of multiple, simultaneous assessment, planning, and execution tasks is the dominant feature of joint force staff operations.
Here, the principle of event horizons and the fact of multiple planning problems need to reassert themselves. That is, the model for and logic of the joint force staff battle rhythm should be more than a single sequential cycle. A more useful model and mental picture is to view the battle rhythm as a composite of three commander's decision cycles reflecting a division of labor based on the same three event horizons described in the description of planning efforts. 33 The framework for the outer circle of the battle rhythm is the commander's decision cycle as it relates to long-term planning; the middle circle of the battle rhythm is the commander's decision cycle as it relates to mid-term planning; and the inner circle of the battle rhythm is the commander's decision cycle as it relates to current operations. This combination of understanding the joint force staff battle rhythm as a operating in the three event horizons and being propelled by an internal logic and processes provides for a much more nuanced understanding of the battle rhythm. In this regard, it allows for understanding both broad and specific staff capabilities and actions within a larger model. In a very direct sense, it translates the staff schedule of recurring activities back into a model that provides the staff purpose and direction and allows the commander to relate his specific activities to their actions.
Conclusions and Recommendations for Joint Doctrine
Building and operating a joint force staff is a complicated endeavor; describing its activities is equally complicated. The first conclusion is that it is premature to proclaim the obsolescence of the traditional staff. Far more likely, the officer who abandons fully this model in search for a true functionality is likely to revert to the traditional staff model or find the joint force staff regrouping in ways that mimic the traditional model. It is equally clear that the size of a joint force staff demands functional tools to make the staff effective. This paper argues that planning groups and working groups are the brick and mortar of these functional tools. Joint staff boards and centers are more widely understood and firmly established, but it is their relationship to planning teams and working teams and their associated processes that provide foundations for them to function.
In this sense, the traditional and functional staff structures are both important and mutually support each other. Their relationship is analogous to the relationship of service organizations to joint force organizations. 35 That is, it is useful to think of the traditional j-coded staff system of directorates and forming the coordinating staff as providing trained and ready capabilities to the task organized functional organizations of the staff. Joint doctrine should specifically address this mutually supporting relationship and expressly recognize the strengths of the traditional staff structure and their enduring value. 36 A second conclusion is that there are a significant number of best practices in the actual conduct of joint force staff operations. A number of these best practices share similarities and common logic, but various commands describe them with a bewildering (and ever changing) array of terminology. Joint doctrine should standardize this terminology and based on detailed examination of actual best practices and principals establish a full working model for a joint force staff. This effort would have incalculable benefits for the understanding, organizing, and training of all future joint force staffs.
